Being a resilient city starts with a choice
A new tool towards urban solutions:
the URTF - Urban Resilience Task Force
How is your city dealing with increasingly fast-moving changes? How to act with the same speed?
In these challenging times, standing still is moving backwards. Being ready to anticipate and prevent adverse impacts,
take advantage of any new opportunities and embrace change is not an easy task but it’s much easier if you’re not
alone on your journey.
What to expect from us?

Doing what cities need next

The Urban Resilience Task Force (URTF) is a new tool
for local and regional authorities worldwide developed
by ICLEI and ISOCARP.

There is no one simple solution for all cities. ISOCARP
and ICLEI are able to build tailor made URTFs for
specific locations, tasks and topics and form fast
response teams within four weeks.

The URTF builds a dedicated, pro-active and rapid urban
solution, addressing the specific and individualised
needs of local and regional authorities. The
International Team is comprised of 10-14 experts from
various disciplines committed to work collaboratively,
contributing their breath of experience and expertise
to help cities anticipate, face and react to fast-moving
changes and challenges.
Within 5-7 days, the Team works closely with local
actors in tackling resilience. Following deep and
intensive working process it develops a technical report,
proposals and recommendations on how to best
handle extremely challenging events. Presentations and
recognitions at International Conferences will promote
local achievements and provide opportunities to share
news, ideas and good practice.

URTFs secure a rapid response to challenging urban
situations in local and regional authorities.
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